
A bumper newsletter in this summer issue - thank you to
those who have sent in items & photos, some lovely tales
of very exotic holidays, I have included both Dave Price &
Ray Pogson story of their close encounter.

In June 17 RNPA members were invited to The  Peregrine
Trophy Awards aboard HMS Bulwark at Greenwich and a
grand time was had by all. You will see the photographs
displayed were of a very high standard. The awards were
presented by the First Sea Lords Admiral Sir Philip Jones
KCB ADC, also in attendance  was the Second Sea Lord
Vice Admiral Jonathan Woodcock OBE. The Peregrine
Trophy was won by FRPU(E).

Just to remind you anyone wishing to attend the RNPA
Reunion Portsmouth 30th September -   2nd October please
contact Ray Whitehouse.
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The Peregrine
Phots Post

The Best Maritime Image award a
Highly  Commended

LA(Phot) JJ Massey

HMS Bulwark is leading the RN’s
contribution to the International
Commemorations marking 100th

Anniversay of Gallipoli Campain.

The Peregrine Trophy awarded to the section or unit submitting the best portfolio of six
prints(B/W/ & or Colour) of service related subjects. Winner FRPU (E)
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As some of you know 2019 marks the 100th anniversary of the formation of  the professional photographic
branch in the Royal Navy and we are planning to celebrate the fact with events at the Imperial War Museum
and at HMS Excellent.
I am researching our history and am writing it up with the aim of having it ready for the celebrations.
Progress so far can be viewed at:

http://www.users.waitrose.com/~jandor/Phot%20and%20the%20RN%20TEST%20WEB%20PAGE.htm
(click or copy and paste to browser)

Research for earlier years just means long visits to the National Archives at Kew but more recent events
are going to be more difficult. Kew does not hold anything less than 30 years old and the navy still holds
all service records from 1929 onwards which are only accessible by next of kin.
I would be grateful if readers can spot any gaps in what I have done so far and for any suggestions for
research into operations and events in living memory so to speak.
A big task is to check Admiralty Circular letters, AFOs and DCIs for any mention of photography or
photographers. These are held at Kew and the National Maritime of the Royal Navy in Portsmouth.
If anyone fancies a bit of sleuthing please get in touch.
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 This jolly looking boat carried two ships photographers
assigned to take stills and video the beautiful Queen Mary
2 making a 180° in her own water with the Amalia Glacier,
Chile as the backdrop. They got too adventurous when
taking close ups of the glacier (why?) but ran out of water
and had to wait for the rising tide and tender to be
rescued. Red filters all round I reckon.
      Obviously not Andrew.

From Brian Jackson whilst onboard QM2 on cruise around the South Americas

On a run ashore from a QM2 cruise around the
South Americas earlier this year, we spotted
this interesting piece of touristic hyperbole ad-
vertising the fact that the capital of the Falkland
Islands, in this shot called ‘Malvinas', was not
Port Stanley, but on mainland Argentina at the
port of Ushuaia, Tierra del Fuego.
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Doreen & Jan Larcombe

Back - Hilary & Steve King, Front Jean Keeling, Brian Jackson,
Mike Keeling Val Darbyshire

All Aboard for The Peregrine Trophy
on HMS Bulwark at Greenwich
On 7th June 17 members of RNPA attended
The Peregrine Trophy  Awards which the
First Sealord Admiral Sir Philip Jones KCB
ADC presented. A very enjoyable evening
chatting with photos past and present and
entertained by the Royal Marine Band
(below) a good time was had by all.

HMS Bulwalk

Pam & Ray Whitehouse

First Sealord

Paul & Sheila Hopley
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Winner of the Best Professional Image in Show Award - LA(Phot) Jay Allen

Photographer of the year 2016 L/Phot Will Haigh:
A sporting injury led to former actor Will to choose a
career behind the lens , not in front of it. As a teenager,
the now 31 year old from Manchester had a recurring
role in Coronation Street and also appeared in Holby
City before deciding that life as a young sailor was more
exciting - and certainly more secure - than being an
actor. He spent 18 months as a mine warfare
rating,serving in the Gulf, before a knee injury in a game
of football prevented him going to sea. He spent his
convalescence working with the photographic section in
Faslane - which led to him joining the branch in 2011.

LA(Phot) Ian Simpson Winner of the Best Maritime Image Award
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Will Haigh & Brian Jackson two
former actors sharing a joke.



Winner Sea Cadet Tom Gregory 14 has been a member of Sheffield Unit since January 2014.
He really enjoys photography & was thrilled to receive a new camera for his birthday. Tom was
inspired to take this winning photo on a recent voyage aboard the Sea Cadets’ new flagship TS
Royalist.        He supported the Sea Cadets’ Sheffield Unit flood-relief campaign by giving out food
and water to the families that needed it most when the Calder Valley in West Yorkshire was flooded.

During his time at Sea Cadets he has completed the Duke of Edinburgh’s Bronze Award, learnt
how to play the drums as part of the Corps of Drums, gained accredited qualifications in First Aid
and Sailing and has made an abundance of new friends.

Royal Marine Band entertain guest
during visit to the Cutty Sark In
Greenwich.

Photo- LA(Phot) Stephen Johncock

Below
RNAS Culdrose Air Day.
Photo - LA(Phot) Ben Shread.

The Maritine Air Prize: In Norway RN Commando Heli-
copter force,  Wildcat Brigade  Reconnaissance 847 Sqd
Photo - LA(Phot) Si Ethell

2nd Sea Lord Vice Admiral Jonathan
Woodcock OBE, Sea Cadet Tom Gregory
with his mother and father.

Sea Cadet Amateur Open Category Award 2016
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More Peregrine Trophy 2016

More Peregrine Trophy photos in next issue.
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Meanwhile, Ray and wife Angela, who live in South Yorkshire, arrived at the South Atlantic outpost
forever associated with Napoleon Bonaparte's second exile following his defeat at the Battle of
Waterloo – aboard the 90,000-tonne liner Queen Victoria which was on the final leg of a 120-day
world cruise.
Both couples boarded their respective ships in Cape Town and met up off St Helena's capital
Jamestown on April 27, the RMS St Helena having arrived a day earlier.
And that's where the disappointment set in.
For when the Pogsons booked their 18-day cruise back to Southampton, the Queen Victoria's
itinerary listed St Helena as a port of call.… but on the day it became a 'sail by' with no opportunity
to get ashore.
“Frantic emails were exchanged on a dodgy wi-fi connection when we realised we wouldn't be
meeting up,” said Ray. “So David had to drink a celebratory pint ashore by himself as the Queen
Victoria slowly cruised clock-wise along the coastline towards Jamestown and an anchored RMS
St Helena, where we took photographic evidence of our passing.
“We are mates from the same part of Bomber County, and were on the same  Phot 11 Conversion
Course at HMS Ariel, Lee-on-the-Solent in 1961/62, so I had planned an East Lincolnshire Chapter
reunion of the RNPA on possibly the most remote island on the planet. Sadly, it was not to be...”

David commented: “I would like to know what the mathematical odds are of the paths of two lads
from the same part of  East Lincolnshire crossing on the same day at somewhere as remote as St
Helena. I'm just sorry we didn't get to celebrate together.”
Leaving St Helena astern, the Queen Victoria headed for Ascension, the Cape Verde Islands,
Tenerife and Madeira on its voyage north to Southampton, while the RMS St Helena made the
return trip to Cape Town.

Ships that pass in the day- by Ray Pogson
In the end it was just a case of ships that pass in the day.
Or, as Robert Burns cannily put it: “The best-laid schemes
o' Mice and Men gang aft a-gley.”

For when RNPA members David Price and Ray Pogson
discovered that they would be at St Helena, one of the most
remote islands in the world, on the same day, a couple of
pints in celebration of the occasion was definitely on the
cards. First pub on the right outside the dockyard gates at
noon was the pre-arranged rendezvous jokingly agreed on
by the two ex-phots.

Llandudno-based David and his wife Olga arrived at the
island on the 6,000-tonne  RMS St Helena which was on its
final run to Tristan de Cunha and St Helena before being
de-commissioned as aircraft take on supply flights following
the completion of a new £280m airport.

RMS St Helena off Jamestown

David's fellow passengers aboard the mailship in-
cluded the Governor-designate Lisa Phillips, who
was using the ship's final trip to visit these remote
islands for which she is responsible. However, rough
weather prevented an initial landing at Tristan da
Cunha, and although passengers did get ashore the
following day as the sea state moderated, three days
of celebrations planned to mark RMS St Helena's
final visit, HM Queen's 90th birthday and the island's
200-year anniversary all had to be shoe-horned into
a few hours. RMS St Helena along side HMS Belfast

photo - Joan Cramphorn Hilary’s sister



built by Hall Russell in Aberdeen. Incidentally the same yard that built HMS Owen, my first
seagoing draft. She is was built with capacity for 128 passengers (since increased to 155) and
2000 tonnes of cargo which can include live animals, Christmas turkeys, cars and, on my first
voyage, a fire engine which had been donated to St Helena by the Hampshire Fire brigade.
She was launched by Prince Andrew in 1989 and entered service in 1990.

I eventually got round to booking a voyage (the ship steadfastly refuses to call it a cruise) and Olga
and I sailed from Portland in Dorset, which had become the UK port for the ship, in October 2009.
Our first port of call was Santa Cruz de Tenerife to take on sufficient fuel and supplies to last
through to Ascension, St Helena, back to Ascension, St Helena and on to Cape Town.  We only
got as far as Ascension as the ship was fully booked onwards and we had to fly home on the MOD
flight to Brize Norton. As Ascension is South of the equator we paid due homage to Neptune as
we crossed the line using copious amounts of flour, black treacle, raw eggs and cocoa powder.

We enjoyed the ship very much but were so disappointed not to get to St Helena that we were
determined to go again.  Knowing she occasionally visited Tristan da Cunha I kept an eye on the
schedules and and twice when Tristan cropped up I enquired but she was fully booked. Eventually
in June 2015 Tristan da Cunha appeared on the schedule again and knowing the ship was due for
decommissioning as soon as the St Helena airport was built I booked immediately for Cape Town
– Tristan da Cunha – St Helena – Cape Town.

In march this year I had a call from Ray Pogson, asking when we would be in Cape Town as he
would be there roughly the same time. It was not to be as we were due to sail a couple of days
before he arrived there. Before long though we realized we would be in St Helena at the same
time. However when Ray received his final paperwork he found that the call at St Helena had been
rescheduled as a sail by.
Olga and I flew from Manchester to Cape Town and enjoyed 48 hours in one of the most beautiful
cities in the world before embarking on the RMS St Helena.
We sailed at 17:00 on the Thursday past Robin Island arriving off Tristan da Cunha at 10:00 the
following Tuesday. To our disappointment we were told that the sea was to rough for us to land
that day and the following day was doubtful. If the sea conditions had not improved by 12:00 on
Wednesday the visit would have to be abandoned as a serious storm was forecast for late
Wednesday evening.
On Wednesday morning the sea conditions had eased somewhat and the captain in agreement
with the Tristan boat operators decided we could go ashore but needed to return to the ship by
15:00.

Missed You by Dave Price
Many years ago I read a newspaper article about a
passenger/cargo ship which sailed from Cardiff to St Helena via
Ascension island. It really caught my imagination and I decided
that I would like to make that voyage one day. However work
commitments and a young family meant I could not do that until
after retirement in 2004.
The RMS St Helena I had read about was originally called the
Northland Prince and was purchased by the British government
in 1977 to service the island of St Helena following the with-
drawal of the Union Castle line which had made occasional
calls to St Helena on voyages between the UK and Cape Town.

In 1982 she was requisitioned under the STUFT scheme to join
the Falklands task force as a minesweeper support ship.

Following the Falklands campaign she returned to serve the St
Helena but it was becoming clear that a larger ship was
required.  Thus the Current RMS St Helena was ordered and
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We sailed from St Helena early afternoon on the Thursday for a five night passage to Cape Town.
Life on board was much as I remember from my first voyage. A shake with a cup of tea at 07:00.
Full breakfast in the dining room or continental in the sun lounge at 08:00 Beef tea at 10:30. Full
lunch in the dining room or a light buffet in the sun lounge at 12:00. Afternoon tea in the main lounge
at 16:00 and for us, second sitting for dinner at 20:00. Tables were assigned but shuffled twice in
the twenty days we were on board. At one table we were hosted by the chief engineer and on
another by the doctor. On one evening we were invited to the Chief engineer’s cabin for drinks and
on two evenings there was a Captain’s cocktail party.
There were no professional entertainers but the days were full of activities with the officers
organising such things as deck cricket, quoits, darts matches and quizzes. Three feature films were
shown most days with one for children. A few talks were given by people who had a professional
interest in the islands. There is a small swimming pool and a well stocked library. My ideal day was
just lazing on the sun deck watching the ocean.
Apart from the enjoying all the ship had to offer, most of our fellow passengers had led very
interesting lives and we had some fascinating conversations. Among others there was a retired FBI
agent, a retired economist from the World Bank and a party of six train drivers from Leeds.
 I would recommend the RMS St Helena to everybody. She was due to be decommissioned in mid
July when the newly built airport on St Helena was due to open.  However the airport has safety
issues with crosswinds and the opening has been postponed indefinitely. The life of the ship has
thus been extended to late September at least so if you like the sound of it there maybe just chance
to book and enjoy an a unique seagoing experience.8

Leaving the ship was by rope ladder down into rigid Inflatable boats (RIBs) which
bounced over the heavy swell into the basic harbour which they have there.
The population is 300 but they manage to support a hospital, a police force of an
inspector and two special constables and two churches.
Returning to the ship was even more interesting. Climbing back up the rope
ladder was exhausting. We sailed early evening closely followed by the expected
storm and for 24 hours were in no doubt that we were at sea. We anchored off
Jamestown in St Helena the following Monday morning, and were allowed ashore
within a couple of hours. This time leaving the ship was down a sloping ladder
onto a pontoon and then onto a boat,
Jamestown has just the one main street and most of the population seem to be out and about all the
time. Everybody bids good morning to friends and strangers alike and given half a chance will stop
and chat. On our first day there the new governor Lisa Phillips, who had travelled with us from Cape
Town was sworn in amid fluttering Union flags and the band playing God save The Queen and Land
of Hope and Glory. On the Wednesday we went to the top of the hill to the West of Jamestown,
about 1,000 feet high to watch the Queen Victoria and bemoan the fact that I would not be bought
a pint by Ray Pogson that day.

Dave & Olga on
Tristan da Cunha

Jamestown - new governor
Lisa Phillips sworn in.

Queen Victoria & St Helena



The carrier-borne F-35B Joint Strike Fighters flew over their prospective ‘homes’; HMS Queen
Elizabeth and HMS Prince of Wales as well as RAF Marham in Norfolk, where they will eventually
be based.
Defence Secretary Michael Fallon said, “The F-35Bs are the most advanced fast jets in the world.
Whether operating from land or from one of our two new aircraft carriers, they will ensure we have
a formidable fighting force.”
The fifth generation F-35B jets are the most advanced aircraft ever built for the UK and will be
operated initially by 617 Squadron ‘The Dambusters’ RAF and 809 ‘The Immortals’ Naval Air
Squadron.
Three jets arrived in the UK for the first time last week after a nine-hour transatlantic crossing.
They will be at a number of Air Shows around this country this summer, the Royal International Air
Tattoo at RAF Fairford, Gloucestershire from 8 to 10 July and the Farnborough International
Airshow, 11 to 17 July.

 04/07/2016 - Culdrose Hawks welcome new jets to the UK
Hawk Jets from RNAS Culdrose
based 736 Naval Air Squadron flew
alongside two F-35 B Lightning II
aircraft as they sneaked a peek at
HMS Queen Elizabeth over Rosyth
Dockyard in Scotland.

The historic fly past marks a mile-
stone for UK Defence and the
future of Royal Navy and Royal Air
Force combat air fleets.

The supersonic jets were supported by refuelling tankers for the crossing. They will be displayed at
the Royal International Air Tattoo and the Farnborough Air Show over the next few weeks.
It is the first time an RAF F-35 has made the transatlantic crossing to the UK from the US.

The Lightning II, which is capable of short take off and vertical landing, will enter service with the
RAF and the Royal Navy in 2018. The UK will have 24 of the aircraft available on its two new aircraft
carriers by 2023.
Its design uses stealth technology techniques to minimise its presence on radar, giving it "very low
observable characteristics"
 "They are part of our plan for a stronger and better defence - more ships, more aircraft, more troops
available at readiness, better equipment for special forces, more being spent on cyber - to deal with
the increased threats to our country."

An RAF F-35B Lightning II stealth fighter
has landed in the UK for the first time after
crossing the Atlantic.

The aircraft, piloted by Squadron Leader
Hugh Nichols, was accompanied by two oth-
er F-35Bs from the United States Marine Corps.
They touched down at RAF Fairford in
Gloucestershire just before 20:00 BST on
Wednesday, watched by aviation enthusiasts
waiting outside the base.

RAF F-35B Lightning II stealth
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ROYAL NAVY WARSHIP ASSISTS WIND STRICKEN VESSEL
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A Royal Navy Warship has assisted a yacht that became stranded in strong winds just off the UK
South Coast HMS Echo, a Plymouth based Survey Vessel worked together with the RNLI and
Solent Coast Guard station to come to the aid of a yacht which had become distressed and unable
to make headway in strong winds.
The Royal Navy warship was conducting Survey Operations in the Western English Channel when
it overheard a distress call from the struggling sailor to Solent Coast Guard. With the yacht unable
to get a clear message out, due to being battered by 40 knot squalls whilst attempting to cross
Lyme Bay, HMS Echo followed up the call by passing vital information to the Coast Guard; who
quickly activated the RNLI.

Making way towards the yacht, as her master struggled against the elements, HMS Echo’s crew
continued to provide information to the RNLI helping the Inshore Lifeboat launched from Teign-
mouth to locate the vessel quickly. As the RNLI took the yacht under tow the warship provided a
lee; shielding the boats from the harsh winds, as she escorted them back towards Teignmouth.
The trio were then joined by the Offshore Lifeboat from Exmouth, which offered further reassur-
ance as the group headed towards land.
HMS Echo’s Operations Officer, Lieutenant Commander Tom Becker (36), who was Officer of the
Watch at the time of the incident; and first to hear the distress call said “It was too small a yacht in
too strong a wind.” “The Sea is a dangerous place to operate. As the Royal Navy, one of our core
roles is to save lives at sea when necessary. Thankfully this proved to be a relatively minor incident
but it could have been much worse. I am glad that we were able to assist and work closely together
with the RNLI and Her Majesty’s Coast Guard.”

Having guided the Lifeboat and her tow into calmer inshore waters, HMS Echo parted company
and headed back out to sea to continue with her Surveying Mission along the South Coast.
Plymouth based survey Ship HMS Echo was was launched at Appledore in Devon in 2002, and
was designed to carry out a wide range of survey work, including support to submarine and
amphibious operations.
HMS Echo achieves this through the collection of oceanographic, hydrographic and bathymetric
data, which includes analysis of the ocean, its salinity and sound profile. She was the first Royal
Navy ship to use azimuth thrusters, where the propellers are part of a swiveling pod, allowing for
precise manoeuvering.
Her survey motor boat, Sapphire, is capable of operating independently, supporting a small group
of surveyors who can live and work ashore to carry out surveys. Survey data gathered is fully
transferable between the two vessels. To ensure she can operate in any environment HMS Echo
possesses an impressive array of weapons for force protection.
                                                                                                            As reported by navy media
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